MECHLINE RECEIVES GREENCIRCLE
MULTI-ATTRIBUTE CASE STUDY
UK manufacturer Mechline Developments Ltd. has been awarded GreenCircle
certification by GreenCircle Certified, LLC (GreenCircle) for the Waste-2-Go food
waste bio-digester at Rider University in Lawrence Township, New Jersey.
GreenCircle is a leading provider of third-party certification of environmental claims.
Ian Blakeman, Commercial Director of Export at Mechline: “It’s a really exciting time
for the Waste-2-Go, we are really pleased that our product has been recognised for
its sustainable performance.”
“We believe that the GreenCircle certification validates our on-going commitment to
food waste reduction, energy efficiency and carbon reduction in the US. As a result
of hard work and engineering we are thrilled to be the first food waste bio-digester to
undergo this type of case study validation.”
In the analysis, the Waste-2-Go machine digested up to 400 lbs of organic food
waste to waste water over a 24-hour period. The Waste-2-Go machine is an
operationally friendly machine that provided a 39% reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions as compared to the landfilling options at Rider University.
The GreenCircle certification is based on a 2015 case study of the Waste-2-Go
machine located at Rider University in Lawrence Township, New Jersey. The Waste2-Go machine used in this analysis is used in a cafeteria and a restaurant setting
within an education institution which feeds over 67,000 students at the University.
The case study audited and verified the energy and water usage per pound of waste
processed by the Waste-2-Go Bio-Digester.
“GreenCircle is excited to have completed such a unique and exciting case study for
Mechline Developments Ltd! There is a large opportunity for organizations that
generate food waste to reduce the amount of material going to landfill and in turn
reduce their carbon footprint” says Annie Bevan, Certification and Operations
Manager.
As today’s consumers become more informed, there is an increasing demand for
honesty and integrity from product suppliers like Mechline. Third-party certification of
sustainability claims is essential in establishing credibility and developing consumer
confidence. GreenCircle certification provides transparency you can trust.

About GreenCircle Certified, LLC
GreenCircle Certified, LLC was established to ensure specificity in third-party
certification after many misleading or unsubstantiated sustainability claims were
encountered in the green marketplace. GreenCircle’s rigorous evaluation process
provides trusted transparency that a manufacturer’s product claims are authentic. In
today’s discerning market, third-party certification is a valuable asset in establishing
brand integrity and developing consumer confidence.
The certifications offered by GreenCircle include: Carbon Footprint Reduction,
Certified Environmental Facts (Multi-Attribute), Closed Loop Products, Life Cycle
Assessment Optimized, Renewable Resource Content, Recyclable Material,
Recycled Content, Renewable Energy Use, Sustainable Manufacturing Processes,
and Waste Diversion from Landfill.
GreenCircle provides verification and assurance to manufacturers, suppliers,
regulators, and consumers that products labelled with the GreenCircle mark
consistently meet our specific certification standards. GreenCircle is recognized by
the USGBC Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) and NAHB
National Green Building Standard Program.
About Mechline
Mechline Developments has a primary vision of leading the way in the manufacturing
and supplying of innovative products for the food services and environmental
industry. We only sell to 3rd party distribution and are widely known by our
customers for our level of quality and service support we deliver.
The ongoing development of Mechline’s product ranges are driven by our vision of
representing the balance between best value and best performance for our
customers.
Our mission is to make life easier operationally, financially and environmentally in
commercial kitchens by providing the best quality equipment developed to solve
operational problems. We offer products with a range of applications across a
diverse market place. We are always on hand to offer support and advice on how
best to meet the demanding standards of specifiers and end users.
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